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FRIENDLY MOTION QUICK REFERENCE SHEET

COM’D DESCRIPTION COM’D DESCRIPTION

   @ Alphanumeric Strings    G71 Metric Mode

    ! Comments    G90 Absolute Mode

   C Rotary Motion    G91 Incremental Mode

   F Set Feedrate    J Jump

   G0 Execute Profile    K Subroutine Call

   G2 Clockwise Motion (circles & arcs)    M0 Program Stop

   G3 Counterclockwise Motion    M1 Reset Motion Controller

   G4 Timed Delay    M2 Repeat Program

   G7 Direct Communication to Motion
Controller

   M3 Manual Positioning

   G9 Download Profile    M6 Return from Subroutine

   G10 Select Font File - Optional for 
Character Scribing

   M94 Rotary Axis Free Run (+)

   G16 Character Scribing - Optional    M95 Rotary Axis Free Run (-)

   G19 Scaling for Character Scribing - Optional    M96 End Rotary Axis Free Run

   G20 Open Output File    M97 Rotary Axis Quick Zero

   G21 Write Data to Output File    M98 Axis Zero

   G22 Close Output File    M99 Machine Home

   G23 Open Input File    M100 Output M Functions

   G24 Close Input File    M200 Input M Functions

   G25 Write Text to Output File    N Sequence Number

   G26 Write Values to Output File    P Relay Matrix

   G27 Read Values from Input File    R Repeat

   G43 Dry Run    S Analog I/O

   G44 Normal Run    T Trimming

   G58 Display Data on Screen    V Variables

   G60 User Coordinate System X,Y,Z,A,B Linear Motion

   G68 Scaling XYIJ Circular Motion
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   G70 Inch Mode

COMMAND SET

COMMANDS

This section describes the Commands that are incorporated in the standard Friendly Motion software
package.

FORMAT

Individual Commands consist of a Code Letter (F,G,J,K,L,M,S,T,X, or Y) followed by additional
characters (specific to each command.  Spaces are not allowed in individual commands.  Unless otherwise
noted, several commands can be combined on a single line, provided they are separated by spaces.

Example: G90 M100 X1.0 This line contains three commands which are executed
sequentially.

VARIABLES

Many commands (motion, feedrate, delay) require numeric arguments (e.g. the X command requires the
distance to be moved).  In this manual, required numeric values are denoted by the number sign (#).

Where a numeric value is required, either a number (e.g. 0.57), a variable name, on an expression
containing variables and/or numbers, can be entered.  Friendly Motion includes 100 variables, denoted V0
to V99.  The value of a variable is defined by the V command (described later).  

NOTE: variables V73-V99 have special meanings, as discussed later in this section, and should not be
used for other purposes.

Example: To move 0.5" in the X-direction, either of the following sequences can be used:

X0.5 Move 0.5" in X

V3=0.5 set the value of V3 to 0.5
XV3 move in X by the value of V3

Variables are especially useful in programs that are written to be general purpose.  For instance, a program
to cut a square has four motion commands.  To change the size of the square in a program without
variables, all four motion commands must be edited.  The 

COMMAND SET

following program, on the other hand, can be used, without modification, to cut any size square:

V1=? prompt operator to enter a value for V1
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V1=?(Text) prompt operator (Text) where (Text) could be “enter
size on square”

G91 set incremental mode
XV1 move in +X
YV1 move in +Y
X-V1 move in -X
Y-V1 move in -Y

Variables can be used as arguments in the following commands:

X,Y,C movement
F feedrate
G4X delays
M100-M131 M-functions
J program jumps
K subroutine calls
R repeats

Variables V72-V99 have special meanings, and should not be used for other purposes.  Currently defined
variables include:

V72 Diagnostic Mode
V73 used in Character Scribing routine (G16 command)
V74-V79 used in Trim routine (T command)
V81-V85 used in User Coordinate System Option
V86 step distance in SLOW JOG mode
V87 step distance in FAST JOG mode
V88 jog speed in SLOW JOG mode
V89 jog speed in FAST JOG mode
V91 current X position
V92 current Y position
V93 current A position
V94 current B position
V95 current X velocity
V96 current Y velocity
V97 current A velocity
V98 current B velocity

COMMAND SET

Variables V86-V89 are initially loaded from the parameter file USL.PRM; afterwards they can be
modified directly (through V Commands).  Variables V91-V94 are loaded directly from the motion
controllers; they cannot be changed by the user.  Variables V95-V98 can be modified by the appropriate F
Command (they cannot be modified directly). 

The values in these variables are in the current units (inches or mm), and are automatically converted if the
units are changed (through function key F10 or G70 or G71 commands).
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ALPHANUMERIC STRINGS  @ COMMANDS

An alphanumeric string is a series of characters (letters, numbers and punctuation).  An example is a serial
number or part description.  Friendly Motion provides the capability to enter, display, and store (in a file) 
alphanumeric information.

Up to ten (10) alphanumeric strings are allowed, denoted @0 to @9.

String information is entered using the @ Command.  String data is displayed using the @ Command or
the G58 Command, and can be stored with the G25 or G26 commands depending on weather it is text or
values that are to be stored, respectively.

The variable @0 can be printed using the Character Scribing routine (G16 command).

COMMENTS

The exclamation point (!) is used to identify a comment.  Any characters after the exclamation point, are
ignored.

Examples: !This is a comment The entire line is ignored during program
execution

X1.0 !Move 1 inch The X1.0 move is executed; the remainder of the
line is ignored.
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COMMAND SET

A COMMANDS

A commands enter information into alphanumeric strings.  The data to be entered can either be part of the
command, or can be entered by the user.  Also, the current data in a string can be displayed.

Derived Values:

Format: Ax=text x = Alphanumeric string to be defined (valid strings
are A0 to A9)

text= Text to be stored in the string.  Cannot contain
spaces or the ! character.  Any other character is
allowable.

Example: A0=123A3 A0 is set to 123A3

Display of Current Value

Format: Ax x = Alphanumeric string to be displayed (valid
strings are A0-A9)

The current contents of the string are displayed on the COLD line.

Note: Strings can also be displayed using the G58 command.

 COMMAND SET

A & B COMMANDS
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See X AND Y COMMANDS section information on controlling the indexing table.
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COMMAND SET

C COMMAND

The C Command is the motion command for the optional rotary (C) axis.

Format:         C#                # = number of degrees

In incremental motion (G91),  # determines the number of degrees to move.  In
absolute motion (G90),  movement will be to an angle # degrees from the ZERO 

position.

The following commands also involve the rotary (C) axis:

FC                Feedrate
M94           Free Run (+)
M95           Free Run (-)
M96           End Free Run
M98           Zero
M99           Home

COMMAND SET
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                                                   F COMMANDS

F COMMANDS are Feedrate commands for the axes.  If inch programming (G70) is enabled, feedrates
for the X and Y are programmed in inches per second.  If metric programming (G71) is enabled, feedrates
are in millimeters per second.

Minimum Allowable Feedrate (X,Y) = 0.005 "/s.
Maximum Allowable Feedrate (X,Y) = 6.00  "/s.

Format:   Fn# n = axis [X,Y,C;  if no axis is specified, both X and Y axes will
be programmed.  On most controllers, X and Y must
have the same feed rate.  In this case, FX# or FY# will
set both axes]

# = feedrate

The F command modifies variables V95-V98.
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COMMAND SET

                                                  G COMMANDS

G codes are preparatory commands which (with the exception of the G16 command) DO NOT cause
actual axis motion.
 
G0 Exit from Continuous Velocity:

See G9 for explanation.

G2 Clockwise Circular Interpolation:

Sets movement direction for circles and arcs to clockwise direction.

Format: G2

G3 Counter-Clockwise Circular Interpolation:

Sets move direction for circles and arcs to counter-clockwise direction.

Format: G3

G4 Delay:

Waits for the specified time interval before executing the next command(s).
 

Format: G4X# # = delay in sec.

Example:  G4X3.75  (3.75 second delay)

The minimum delay is .001 sec.

When operating in the Profile Mode (see G9) the delay starts when  all previous axis movements
are completed, and the stages are at rest.  If it is desirable to have the delay executed immediately,
even if an axis is moving, then 'Q' is added to the command.

Example: G4X3.75Q begins the 3.75 second delay immediately,  without waiting for the
axes to stop.
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COMMAND SET

G7 Direct Communication to Motion Controllers:

This command sends character codes directly to the appropriate motion controller.  It should only
be used by persons familiar with the controller language.

G9 Begin Continuous Velocity:

Under normal operation, each command is processed individually: It is decoded by Friendly
Motion and executed (either by Friendly Motion or by the axis controller).  After the command
has been executed, the process begins again, on the next statement.  One consequence is that the
XY table comes to a complete stop after each move.  This may have an adverse effect on laser
processing performance (since the stage will be stopped between moves).

The motion controller has the capability to combine individual moves (both straight lines and
arcs) into one continuous move, which will be executed at a constant velocity.  In order for this to
occur, the entire sequence of moves is downloaded to the motion controller, and then the
controller is ordered to perform the entire moveset.  This is accomplished through the G9
command.

When the G9 command is executed, all subsequent commands that involve the motion controller
(including motion, M-function, and delays) are downloaded to the controller (which begins
executing them immediately).  This continuous execution continues until the G0 command is
executed.

The Character Scribing Option allows the user to mark (engrave) alphanumeric characters.The
user can add additional characters, or simple drawings, to the character set, or modify theshape of
any of the already existing characters.

The option consists of the following:
  

A file (fontfile.txt), containing the outlines of the characters.
 

Various commands (G10, G16 and G19) for defining the fontfile, setting the size of the
characters, and performing the scribe.

The commands function as follows:

G10 Define Font File:
Friendly Motion includes the file fontfile.txt.  This file contains the outlines of the 

characters which can be scribed with the G16 command.  With the G10 
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command, it is possible to use a different file (containing different outlines).Contact the U.S.
Laser office for information on creating font outline files. 

Format: G10"filename” utilizes filename for the character outlines.  
filename

Is any valid DOS file name (with or without 
directory), and must be enclosed in quotations. 
See the description of the font file for more 

information.

G16 Scribe Character String:

The G16 command is used to scribe a string of characters.  The size of the 
characters should be previously defined, using the G19 commands.  If characters
are to be scribed in any direction other than the X-axis of the table, then the user
coordinate system (G60) should be executed first.

Format:: G16"text” Scribes the characters in text.  text is a string    
of characters from the list below, with no blank
spaces.         
text  must be enclosed in quotations.

G16 The user is prompted to enter a string of characters 
following the rules above, but without quotations. 
When the user presses the ENTER key, the character
string is scribed.

Basic Character Set

The following characters are presently implemented:

A-Z Upper case Alphabetic Characters
0-9 Numeric Characters
!#’*+,-./:;<=>[\]^ Punctuation Characters

The following characters have special meaning:

_ Prints as a space
) Acts like a Carriage Return/Line Feed
% Used to print the contents of variables; see

below

Note: When the G16 command is executed, the current stage position is at the 
lower left corner of the first character to be scribed. 

Including Variables in the Character String
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It is possible to include the value of a variable (either numeric or alphanumeric) in
the character string to be scribed.  (The formatting convention follows the rules
for the printf command in the ‘C’ language).  To include the value in the string,
the ‘%’ (percent) character is used, in one of the following ways:

%s Inserts the contents of the Alphanumeric String @ 0 in the text
string.

%i Inserts the value of variable V73 in the text string.  The value is 
displayed as an integer.

%f Inserts the value of variable V73 in the text string.  The value is 
displayed as a floating point number.

%c Inserts the ASCII character whose numeric value is in V73 (for 
example, if V73=66, the character ‘B’ is inserted).

The formatting of the variables can be controlled with characters inserted after
the ‘%’ character.  Please refer to the C language printf Formatting Reference at
the end of this Appendix for detailed instructions.

Only one variable can be inserted in each G16 statement.  If more than one 
variable needs to be printed, then multiple G16 statements are needed.  
Refer to the examples below.

Examples of Character Scribing:

Basic:

Statement Result
G16"HELLO,_MARY HELLO, MARY

G16"HELLO,)MARY” HELLO,
         MARY

Simple Variables (for these examples, @ 0 = ABCD, V73=66.55)

G16"%f” 66.55

G16"%I 66
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G16"%c” B

G16"%s” ABCD

Basic and Variables Combined (with Variable Formatting)

G16"V73=%6.2f” V73=66.55

G16"%EFGH ABCDEFGH

G16"COUNT=_%3i” COUNT=066
 

G19 Scale Characters:

Scales the height and/or width of the characters to be scribed.  At system start
up, characters are 1" in height (with a 2:1 height/width ratio for most characters). 
The G19 command is used to change the size, ratio, or direction of the
characters.

Format: G19#         The character size (height and width) is scaled     
                                        by #.

Friendly Motion provides commands for writing data to a file, and reading data from a
file.  All files are ASCII format.  The default extension for data files is .dat

Only one input file, and one output file, can be opened at any one time.

The following commands are implemented for data files:

G20: Create Output File

The G20 command creates a file for output.  If the file already exists, it is deleted.

Format:

G20filename creates a file with path/filename = filename.  If
filename does not include a path, then the file is
created in the /ncfiles folder.  If filename does not
include an extension, .dat is added.
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G20@index the file name is contained in the ascii variable
@index. For more information on ascii variables, refer
to the @ command  

G20 brings up the windows file dialog box, to allow the
user to interactively select the file path and name

G21: Open Output File (Append)

The G21 command opens an existing file for output (any data written with the
G25 or G26 commands are appended to the file).  If the file does not exist, it is
created.

Format: same as G20 Command

G22: Close Output File

The G22 command closes the file opened with the G20 or G21 command.

Format: G22

G23: Open Input File

The G23 command opens a file for input.  If the file does not exist, an error
message is displayed..

Format:

G23filename opens file with path/filename = filename.  If filename
does not include a path, then the file is assumed to be
in the /ncfiles folder.  If filename does not include an
extension, .dat is added.

G23@index the file name is contained in the ascii variable
@index. For more information on ascii variables, refer
to the @ command  

G23 brings up the windows file dialog box, to allow the
user to interactively select the file path and name.

G24: Close Inputt File

The G22 command closes the file opened with the G23command.

Format: G24

G25: Write Text to Output File
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The G25 command writes one or more lines of text to the output file.  The
command is identical to the G58 command, except the information is written to
the file rather than displayed in the message box.

Format: G25text for definition of text, see G58 command

G26: Write Values to Output File

The G26 command is used to write numeric values to the output file.  Up to 5
values can be written.  If more than one value is to be written, they must be
separated by commas.  A CR/LF is added after the values are written.

Format: G26var1,var2,var3,var4,var5 var2-var5 are optional

var is any recognized expression (including variables, arithmetic
and trigonometric functions), such as:

V1
V1+3
SIN(V1+3)

G27: Read Values from Input File

The G27 command is used to red numerical input values from the output file.  Up
to 5 values can be read.  If more than one value is to be written, they must be
separated by commas.   The G27 command only reads enough data to fulfill the
requirements of the command - it does not read an entire line.  The command
includes the option to specify which record (or line) to start the read.

Format: G27Rrecnum,Vinx1,Vinx2,Vinx3,Vinx4,Vinx5

Rrecnum,Vinx2,Vinx3,Vinx4 and Vinx5 are optional

Rrecnum specifies the record to read from. recnum is any
recognized expression.  Examples:

R3 reads from third record
RV3 reads from the record number held in V3

If Rrecnum is not included in the line, then reading continues from
the current location in the file.  (When the file is first opened, the
current location is the beginning of the file).
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Vinx_ specified the variable to hold the data read. inx_ is any
recognized expression.  Examples:

V1 reads data into variable V1
VV3 reads data into the variable who’s index is held in V3.
V1+2 reads data into variable 3

If an attempt is made to read beyond the end of the file, an error message is
displayed.

G58 Variable Display:

Displays a message, including values of variables and contents of alphanumeric strings, on the
screen.

Format: G58"text"VxxAy["text"AyVxx....]

Characters between quotation marks are displayed as text.  The current value of
Vxx is displayed.  The current contents of alphanumeric string Ay is displayed
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COMMAND SET

Examples:      The sequence

V1=3
G58"The""value""of""V1""is"V1  

will display as follows:

THE VALUE OF V1 IS 3.0000

The sequence

           A0=312A3                                                               
G58"The""Part""Number""is"A0
will display as follows:

THE PART NUMBER IS 312A3

Notes: Text, Variables and Strings can be combined in any order.  In the display, a space
is inserted between each element (text, variable, or string).  It is important that no
spaces be used anywhere in the command (even within quotations).

G60  The User Coordinate System option allows the user to define a coordinate system (with defined
center and angle of rotation with respect to the X-Y table) which is the basis for all moves and
position displays.
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The G60 command enables/disables the user coordinate system, as follows:

G60X:  Defines (and activates) user coordinate system as follows:

Origin:
X: value in variable V81
Y: value in variable V82

Point on +X axis:
X: value in variable V83

value in variable V84

G60A: Defines (and activates) user coordinate system as follows:

Origin:
X: value in variable V81
Y: value in variable V82

Angle of rotation (counterclockwise):
value in variable V85 (in degrees)

 
G60C: Returns to machine coordinate system.

When the user coordinate system is active, all X,Y, and XYIJ (arc or circle) 
movement commands will be in the user coordinate system.  The X and Y positional displays (and
the position information stored in variables V91 and V92) will also be in the user coordinate
system.  The words “USER CS” is displayed on the screen.

The position reset commands (function key F7, or command M98) are disabled, with an error
message displayed.

Homing the axes (function key F6, or command M99) will automatically disable the
user coordinate system.

Any method may be used to enter data into the appropriate variable locations.

Example: The following sequence of commands will define a coordinate system
where the user first positions the stage to the origin, and then to a point 
On the +X axis.  At the end of the sequence, the stage is moved to the
new origin.

G60C Sets the system in machine coordinates
M3 Allows user to manually position stage to the origin.  When

<ENTER> is pressed, the XY coordinates are stored in
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V91 and V92
V81+V91 Stores X coordinate of origin in V81
V82+V92 Stores Y coordinate of origin in V82
M3 Allows user to manually position stage to the origin.  When

<ENTER> is pressed, the XY coordinates are stored in 
V91 and V92

V83=V91 Stores X coordinate of +X point in V83               
V84=V92 Stores Y coordinate of +X point in V84                            G60XPlaes
system in user coordinate system                           G90 Absolute
position                                                              X0Y0 Move to (0,0)

COMMAND SET

          Examples:      The sequence

V1=3
G58"The""value""of""V1""is"V1  

will display as follows:

THE VALUE OF V1 IS 3.0000

The sequence

A0=312A3
G58"The""Part""Number""is"A0
will display as follows:

THE PART NUMBER IS 312A3

Notes: Text, Variables and Strings can be combined in any order.  In the display, a space
is inserted between each element (text, variable, or string).  It is important that no
spaces be used anywhere in the command (even within quotations).
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G68Command Scaling:

Allows the scaling of any axis by a fixed multiplier.  All following motion commands are scaled by
the scaling value.  Axes may be scaled up or down independently.

Format: G68n# n = axis [X,Y; if no axis is specified, both X and Y will
be scaled]

# = scaling value (multiplier)

Examples: G68X2 sets the X axis multiplier to 2.  All subsequent X axis moves will be
scaled by a factor of 2; Y axis moves will not be scaled.

G68.1 sets X and Y axis multipliers to 0.1.

Negative numbers can be used to creating mirror images.

COMMAND SET

G70 Inch Programming:

Sets the units for all motion and feedrate commands to inches.

Format: G70

Example: G70 G91 X2 moves the table 2 inches in the +X direction

G71 Metric Programming:

Sets the units for all motion and feedrate commands to millimeters.

Format: G71

Example: G71 G91 X2 moves the table 2 millimeters in the +X direction

G90 Absolute positioning:

Sets all programmed axis movements relative to the axis ZERO position.  

Format: G90

Examples: G90 X1 causes the X axis to move to the position 1 unit (either inch or mm; see
G70 and G71) from the  ZERO position, in the (+) direction  (See also the
M98 command)

G91 Incremental positioning:
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Sets all programmed axis movements relative to the current axis position.

Format: G91

G91 is the default mode on power up.

Examples: G91 X1 causes the X axis to move 1 unit (either inch or mm; see G70 and
G71) in the +X direction. 
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                                                    J COMMAND

J is the JUMP command.  Two types of jumps are offered: unconditional & conditional.  

Unconditional Jumps

When encountered, the J command causes the program to directly jump to the specified program
Sequence Number.  

Format: JN# # = sequence number (see N command)

Example: JN50 causes the program to jump to line (sequence number) N50

Conditional Jumps

The conditional J command only causes the program to jump if an Input M-function is active
(logic low), or if a variable is greater than zero (0.0).  Otherwise the program steps to the line
following the J command.

Format: JMxxxN# xxx = M function to be tested [values between 200 and
230 may be valid, depending upon hardware;
refer to Appendix IV]

# = sequence number (see N command)

JVxxN# xx = Variable number to be tested [values between 1
and 99 are valid]

# = sequence number (see N command)

Examples: JM200N50 causes the program to jump to N50 if input M function 200 is
active (logic low).

JV13N50 causes the program to jump to N50 is the variable V13 is greater than
zero (0.0).
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                                                    K COMMAND

The K COMMAND is the Call Subroutine command.  Subroutines start with a sequence number (N
command) and end with the M6 (Return from Subroutine) command.  Both unconditional and
conditional subroutine calls are available.

Subroutines may be nested up to 10 deep.  

Unconditional Subroutine Calls

When encountered, the K command causes the program to directly jump to the specified program
Sequence Number.  When the program encounters an M6 (Return from Subroutine) command,
the program returns to the line following the K command.  

Format: KN# # = sequence number (see N command)

Example: KN50 causes the program to jump to line (sequence number) N50

Conditional Subroutine Calls

The conditional K command only causes the program to jump if an Input M-function is active
(logic low), or if a variable is greater than zero (0.0).  Otherwise the program steps to the line
following the K command.

Format: KMxxxN# xxx = M function to be tested [values between 200 and
230 may be valid, depending upon hardware;
refer to Appendix IV]

# = sequence number (see N command)

KVxxN# xx = Variable number to be tested [values between 1 and 99
are valid]
# = sequence number (see N command)

Examples: KM200N50 causes the program to jump to N50 if input M function 200 is
active (logic low).

KV13N50 causes the program to jump to N50 is the variable V13 is greater
than zero (0.0).

Automatic Subroutine Call
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The Alternate Function Keys (Alt-F1 to Alt-F-10) directly call and execute the subroutines 
N10001 to N10010.  The subroutines must exist in the current program; otherwise an error message will
be displayed.  When subroutine execution is completed, the system returns to the STEP mode.

NOTE: The Alternate Functions (Alt-F1 to Alt-F10) are activated by holding down the 
Alt key, then pressing the appropriate function key (F1 to F10).
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                                                    M COMMAND

M Commands are program commands that affect program execution and/or axis movement.

M0 Program Stop:

Program execution stops when this code is encountered.  The system will then be in STEP mode. 
All programs should include an M0 or M2 command.

Format: M0

M2Repeat Program:

Causes the program pointer to go to the first line of the program.  When system is in AUTO
control this code will cause the program to be repeated without stopping (unless M0 is
encountered, or the F4 function key is pressed).

Format: M2

M3Manual Positioning

The cursor keys are activated for manual stage motion (the HOME key is also
activated, to switch between FAST JOG and SLOW JOG). When the ENTER key
is pressed, the current axis position (and varibles V91-V95) are updated, and
program execution continues

Format: M3.

M6 Return From Subroutine:

This code is required at the end of a subroutine.  When encountered, it causes the program to
branch to the program line directly following the subroutine call (see K commands).

The M6 Command MUST be on a line by itself.

Format: M6

M94 C-Axis Free Run (Positive Direction)

This command causes the C (rotary) axis to rotate continuously in the positive direction, until
either M95 or M96 is executed.
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Format:          M94

Note that, in Free Run, all C axis positional information is lost; when M96 is 
executed, the position will be set to ZERO.

M95 C-Axis Free Run (Negative Direction)

This command causes the C (rotary) axis to rotate continuously in the positive direction until
either M94 or M96 is executed.

Format:          M95

Note that, in Free Run, all C axis positional information is lost; when M96 is 
executed, the position will be set to ZERO. 

M96 End C-Axis Free Run

This command terminates Free Run, causing the C axis to stop rotating.  The 
C axis position is set to ZERO.

M97 C-Axis Quick Zero (Optional) (Requires special hardware).

This command moves the C-Axis to the nearest multiple of 360E, and sets the 
position to ZERO.

M98 Axis Zero:  (position reset)

This command will reset the current axis position values to ZERO for all the specified axes.

Format: M98 Resets All Axes
M98X Resets X Axis only
M98Y Resets Y Axis only

M99 Machine Home:

Commands selected axes to go Machine Home.  Machine Home is a factory set repeatable
position.  Once the table reaches the Home position, it resets the axis position to ZERO.

Format: M99 Homes All Axes
M99X Homes X Axis only
M99Y Homes Y Axis only 
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M100 Output M-Functions:
 to
M131 These commands control User IO lines to some external device (safety or gating shutter, motorized

attenuator, etc.).  Even numbered M-Functions turn ON an output function  (active low).  The
next odd numbered M-Function turns OFF the previous even numbered output function.

Format: Mxxx xxx = desired M-function

Examples: M102 turns on second output (generally safety shutter)

M103 turns off output that was turned on by M102

M100 Opens Q Switch Gate

M102 Opens Safety Shutter

M104 Opens Gating Shutter     

M106 Lowers Test Probes        A
Resistor Trimmers Only

M110 Turns off Fault Light        A
M200Input M-Functions:
 to
M231 These commands read User IO lines from some external device.

M201 Fault reset from push button
  A

M205 Stop trimming Resistor Trimmers Only
  A

M206 Probes up
  A

COMMAND SET
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                                                    N COMMAND

N COMMANDS are Sequence Numbers, which are used by Jump (J) Commands and Subroutine (K)
Commands.

Format: Nxxx xxx = number from 1 to 99999

The N command must be the first command on a line.

Example: JN500 jumps to line N500
   .

  .
  .
N500
  .
  .
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P COMMAND

The P COMMAND controls the relay matrix to connect or disconnect specific probes to one of two test
busses. 

Format: PA1 Connects test probe #1 to the A buss.
PB3 Connects test probe #3 to the B buss.
PD Disconnects all probes.
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                                                    R COMMAND

The R COMMAND is the Repeat command.  It will repeat the command (including subroutine calls) to
which it is appended a specified number of times.

Format: ccR# cc = Command to be repeated
# = number of times to repeat

Example: KN100R6 will repeat the subroutine call KN100 6 times (the subroutine will be
called 7 times: 1 original and 6 repeats) 

NOTE: At this time, the R command is implemented only for subroutine calls (K
commands) profiles (G0 command) and circles (XYIJ command).
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                                                           S COMMAND  

For user simplicity a translation routine is included so that Q-switch frequency may be entered as Sfx
where x is a number which may include a decimal and is the frequency in KHz.

Similarly, lamp current is entered as SCx where x is a number which may include a decimal and is the
desired current.  Typically, there are limits on the maximum number corresponding to the maximum
current for the laser being used.

If entering manual settings, the slide bar on the screen can be used by clicking on the desired variable
(CURRENT or FREQUENCY) and sliding the bar to the desired setting.  Note that the frequency will
change boundaries to allow greater resolution.  The slide bar may also be moved with the horizontal arrow
keys once the function has been selected with the mouse.

COMMAND SET

T COMMAND
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T-Commands are only available on systems that are configured as resistor trimmers and include
the necessary hardware.

The Trim (T) command is used for trimming resistors or other components to specified
values (passive trim) or to create specified circuit outputs (active trim).  Although the T
command consists of a single line, due to its complexity the T command is usually
accessed through the Trim Command window (displayed below). The window is
activated by pressing the trim button at the top of the NC file window.  (Currently, the

button does not have an icon - it is to the left of the
Find Text button).

If the cursor is in a line which is already a T
command when the window is activated, then the
information from the line is entered into the fields in
the window.  If not, then the most recent trim
information is displayed in the window.

To close the window, either the OK button or the
CANCEL button is pressed.  If the CANCEL button
is pressed, no information is entered into the NC
program, and the cursor is placed at the beginning
of the line where it was before the window was
activated.

If the OK button is pressed, and the cursor was in
a line containing a T command, the existing
command is replaced by the information in the
window.  If the cursor was not in a line containing a
T command, then a T command is inserted before
the line where the cursor was.

The meanings of the fields in the Trim Command window are as follows:

Trim Type The type of trim routine to be performed.  Currently, the
following types are implemented:

single plunge
double plunge
L-cut
display only
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The display only mode does not perform a trim, but takes a
measurement and displays the result in the MESSAGE box.

Measurement The type of measurement to be made.  The available
measurements are dependent on the hardware in the system. 
For the SM4020 DMM board, the following measurements are
implemented:

Resistance
DC Voltage
AC Voltage
DC Current
AC Current

In addition, an Ext Input mode is included, which reads the
status of a digital input line.

Final Value The desired (final) value for the measured parameter

Value Change The expected effect of the trim operation on the measured
value.  If “Up”, the value is expected to increase as a result of
the trim.  If “Down”, the value is expected to decrease.

Accuracy The accuracy to which the trimming operation must be
performed.  The accuracy can be entered as either a value, or
as a percentage of the Final Value (by including the % sign on
the line).  When the information in the window is translated to
the T command line, a percentage is converted to a value,
which is displayed the next time the window is activated.

NOTE: The following are for the First Cut box (for single plunge cuts,
there is only one cut - its parameters are set in the First Cut
box)

Direction The direction of the cut.  Note: the trimming operation starts
from the current stage position when the T command is
executed.
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Max Distance The maximum distance of the cut.  If the desired value is not
achieved when the cut reaches this distance, an error message
is generated.

Cont or Step. If ‘C’, the stage moves continuously, and the measured value is
monitored during the move.  If ‘S’, then the following sequence
is repeated until the desired value is reached (or until the
maximum distance is reached): the stage moves a specified
small distance (during which the laser is on); the measured
value is determined after the move.  The latter method, although
slower, may be preferred for very accurate trims, or when the
measured value can be expected to change very quickly.  If ‘M’,
then the same sequence as ‘S’ is executed, except that, after
each measurement, the measured value is displayed in a
message box, and the user is given the opportunity to continue
or halt the trim operation.

Speed (or Step
Size)

For continuous (‘C’) moves, the speed at which the stage
traverses during the cut.  For step (‘S’, or ‘M;) moves, the step
size between measurements.

Accuracy For multiple cut (double plunge or L-cut) operations, the
required accuracy for the first cut.  If the maximum distance is
reached before the measured value is within this value of the
final value, then an error might be generated - see below/

NOTE: The following parameters are for the Second Cut box, with
is only activated for multiple cut (L cut or double plunge
cut) operations.

Direction (or Offset
Direction)

For L cuts, the direction of the second cut.  For double plunge
cuts, the direction from the start of the first cut to the start of the
second cut. 

Max Distance (or
Offset Distance)

For L cuts, the maximum distance of the second cut.  For
double plunge cuts, the distance between the first and the
second cuts.  NOTE: for double plunge cuts, the maximum
distance of the second cut is the same as for the first cut.
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Cont or Step The same as ‘Cont or Step’ in the First Cut box, but refers to the
second cut.

Speed (or Step
Size)

The same as ‘Speed or Step Size’ in the First Cut box, but
refers to the second cut.

COMMAND EXECUTION

The T Command invokes a series of operations.  In order of execution, they are:

1. Measurement of Initial Value.  The measuring instrument (voltmeter, ohmmeter,
etc.) measures the value (voltage, resistance, etc.) prior to any laser operations. 
This value is compared to the desired value ('Final Value' parameter) and the
'Value Change' parameter as follows:

If 'Value Change' is 'Up', the initial value should be less than the desired
value; if not, the trim operation can never bring the value into the desired
range.  If this condition is not met, an error is generated (see below), and
the command terminates.

If 'Value Change' is 'Down', then the initial value should be greater than
the desired value; if not, an error is generated and the command
terminates.

2. Trim.  The measured value is modified by cutting through a portion of the resistor
or other element being trimmed.  The cutting methodology depends upon the
'Cont or Step' parameter:

For 'Cont' operation, the laser is enabled (the Q-switch is gated ON), and
the motion of the beam (or table, depending upon the system) is initiated. 
The motion is in the 'Direction' direction, at the speed specified by 'Speed'. 
During the cutting operation, the measured value is continuously updated. 
For a plunge cut, the cutting operation is terminated when either of the
following occurs:

A. The measured value is within the specified accuracy ('Accuracy') of
the desired value.

B. The maximum cutting distance ('Max Distance') has been reached. 
In this case, an error is generated.

'Step' operation is similar, except that the cutting operation takes place in
steps.  For each step, the beam (or table) is moved by 'Step Size', and the
laser is enabled for a short period.  The measured value is then updated. 
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This sequence repeats until either of the two conditions described above
is met.

For double plunge or L-cuts, two cutting sequences occur.  The first (described
above) is executed until the accuracy 'Accuracy' (in the First Cut box) is reached
(or until the distance 'Max Distance' has been traversed).  The second cut is then
executed (using the parameters in the Second Cut box).  The user has the option
of terminating the command if the first cut does not achieve the desired first cut
accuracy - see below.

In general, each measurement is actually the average of several measurements
by the reading instrument.  Increased averaging reduces noise, but increases
measurement time.  The number of samples to be averaged is held in variable
V75, which is set to 1 when Friendly Motion is first loaded.

Beginning with Version 4.3.23, the integration time of a single measurement can
be controlled with V74.  When Friendly Motion is loaded, the integration time is
set to 50 msec (corresponding to 20 measurements per second).  However, if
V74>0, then the integration time depends upon the value of V74 as follows:

V74 Integration Time
(ms)

V74 Integration Time
(ms)

1 5000.0 60 16.67

2 2000.0 80 12.5

3 1000.0 100 10.0

4 500.0 150 6.67

5 200.0 200 5.0

10 100.0 300 3.33

15 66.67 400 2.5

20 50.00 500 2.0

25 40.00 600 1.67

30 33.33 700 1.43

40 25.0 800 1.25

50 20.0 1000 1.0

3. Measurement of Final Value.  After the trimming process, the measured value is
updated, and stored in the user variable V76.

ERRORS
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When the process is complete, the final measured value is stored in user variable V76. 
An error code is stored in variable V77.  The value of V77 has the following meaning:

V77=0 Successful trim; the final value is within the specified
accuracy of the desired value.

V77=1 The trim operation did not bring the final value to within the
specified accuracy (the trim was stopped because the
maximum trim distance was reached)

V77=2 The initial value was already too high (for 'I' trims) or too low
(for 'D' trims)

V77=3 The first cut (for l or double plunge cuts) did not bring the
value to within the '1st ACCURACY'.  This error is only
generated if variable V79 …0; see below.

V77=4 Although the trim completed normally, the final value is not
within the specified accuracy of the desired value (perhaps
due to overshoot).

The user has the choice, when the T command returns an error (V77 > 0), of stopping
the program (with an error message) or continuing (allowing the user to make decisions
based on the values of V76 and/or V77).  This choice is determined by the value of the
V78 variable.  If V78=0, then the program stops and an error message (including the
final value) is displayed.  Otherwise, the program continues.

For L-cut and double plunge cuts, the user also has the choice whether a failure of the
first cut terminates the trim, or is ignored (executing the second trim).  This choice is
determined by the value of the V79 variable.  If V79=0, then a failure of the first cut is
ignored.  Otherwise, it generates an error (V77=3) and the command is terminated.
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COMMAND SET

V COMMAND

V commands assign values to variables.  The values can either be derived from the command, or entered by
the user.  Also, the current value of the variable can be displayed.

Derived Values:

Format: Vxx=expression xx variable to be defined (valid variables are
V0 to V80)

The expression can be any mathematically correct combination of the following:

numbers
variables
operators ( +  -  *  /  ^ )
parentheses
common trigonometric functions. The trigonometric function must be the first command
to the right of the = sign. The function will be applied to the remainder of the command
line.

Functions:

SIN sine
COS cosine
TAN tangent
ASIN arc-sine
ACOS arc-cosine
ATAN arc-tangent

Notes:

Up to six sets of parentheses can be used in a single definition.

The ^ operator is exponentiation ( 2^3 evaluates to 8)

The hierarchy of operations (which are executed first) is:

expressions in parentheses
exponentiation ( ^ )
multiplication and division ( * or / )
addition and subtraction ( + or - )

All angles are assumed to be in degrees. (For convenience in converting from radians to
degrees, V89 contains the value of B) 

ASIN and ATAN return values from -90E to +90E, ACOS returns values from 0E to
180E.
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Examples: V1=3 V1 is set to 3
V1=5*3+2 V1 is set to 17
V1=5*(3+2) V1 is set to 25
V1=V1+1 V1 is incremented
V1=-V1 V1 is negated
V1=V2*V3 V1 is the product of V2 and V3
V1=SIN30 V1 is set to 0.5
V2=COS45+45 V2 is set to 0 (cos 90)
V1=ATANV3 V1 is set to the arc-tan of V3
V1=3+SIN45 Illegal statement - sin must be immediately to the right of

the = sign.

Display of Current Value

Format: Vxx xx = number of variable to be displayed (valid
variables are V0-V99)

The current value of the variable is displayed on the COMD line.
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                                                    X AND Y COMMANDS

X and Y are the motion commands for the X and Y axes.

Direction of Movement refers to the table (a move in the +X direction moves the table to the right).  

Single Axis Moves:

Format: X# X axis move
Y# Y axis move

When in the incremental mode (G91), # is the distance (in inches or mm) to move.  When in the
absolute mode (G90), # is the distance (from the ZERO point) to move to.

Examples: G91 X2.5 moves the X axis 2.5 units (inches or mm) in the + direction.  The Y
axis does not move.

G90 Y-3.2 moves the Y axis to a point 3.2 units (in the - y direction) from the
ZERO point.  The X axis does not move.

X and Y codes may be placed on the same line to perform sequential moves.  X1.0 Y1.0 (with a
space between the X and Y commands) will move the X axis, followed by the Y axis. 

Linear Interpolation:

When there is no space separating an X and Y move, both axes will move simultaneously to
maintain a straight line movement from the starting point to the destination.

Format: X#1Y#2 #1 = movement distance for X axis
#2 = movement distance for Y axis

Examples: G91 X1Y1 will move in a 45o direction a distance of 1.414 units (vector sum of
1 unit in X, 1 unit in Y)

G90 X1Y1 will move in a straight line to the point X=1, Y=1 (relative to the
ZERO position)

See Also: Figure 2.
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Circular Interpolation

In addition to linear moves, circular moves (arcs or complete circles) are possible.

Circular moves are made from the current stage position to the destination position, on an arc with
a defined center.

Format: X#1Y#2I#3J#4 #1 = X coordinate of destination
#2 = Y coordinate of destination
#3 = X coordinate of center
#4 = Y coordinate of center

If incremental motion (G91) is enabled, the destination and center points are relative to the
current point.  If absolute motion (G90) is enabled, the destination and center points are relative
to the ZERO point.

If the destination is the same as the starting point, then the movement is a complete circle.

Given a starting point, destination, and center, 2 paths are possible:  clockwise and
counterclockwise.  The desired path is chosen with the G2 or G3 command.

Examples: G90 G2 X0Y0I0J1 will draw a clockwise arc from the current point to the
ZERO point, around a center at (0,1).

G91 G2 X0Y0I0J1 will draw a complete circle (the destination is the current
point), with radius 1, around a point 1 unit to the right.

See Also: Figure 3.

Note:  If the XYIJ command is part of a profile definition (see G9 Command), then a repeat
argument may be used (XYIJR#).  This will send the XYIJ command to the controller # times. 
This is a useful technique for hole trepanning (see Application Note).  The value of # should be
less than 70. 
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FRIENDLY MOTION VER. 4.03 FIGURES

Figure 2:  Difference between Incremental and Absolute
XY Moves
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Figure 3 Arc and Circle (XYIJ) Commands
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Figure 4:  Difference between Incremental and Absolute XY Moves
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FRIENDLY MOTION Version 4.03
 APPENDIX 1 

______________________________________________________________________________

Teach Mode:   Teach Mode allows for jogging the motion to a position and data logging that
position.  Successive jogs and position recording will teach in the path to be followed.  Since the 
path between successive data points is a linear interpolated move, numerous points may be
necessary to approximate an arc.  Alternatively, the teach mode file may be edited to include a
programmed arc or circle.

To invoke Teach Mode after logging in to USL FM40, click on the Open Program icon
and select USL.nc.   Select fast jog.  Jog to position and enter data points via Alt F1.   Note 
that the cursor must be in the Main Screen Window in order to jog and data log.  Also, KB arrow
keys “on” must be checked.  (If using the member key pad for jogging, keyboard “number lock”
must be off).

After logging all desired points, click the open program icon, Select Teach.nc.  Review
program and edit as desired.  Click on the “Save” icon.  Name in “File name” box. 
(Do not put .nc after file name).

To run the program click RESET and START.

The following F keys are recognized for inserting commands during the teach mode
program generation:

Alt F1 Log Position
Alt F7 Laser ON (Q-gate ON (M100))
Alt F8 Laser OFF (Q-gate OFF (M101))
Alt F9 Shutter Open  (M102)
Alt F10 Shutter Closed (M103)    
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